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it would be held indecent to propose in public such
toasts as were general, say, at the Dublin Corporation
before Catholics acquired the right of entry to it.
Apart from these matters it should be noted that
although the Church is properly a branch of the Church
of England, it has a different accent.    Everywhere m
Ireland we are much nearer the eighteenth century
than anywhere in England and the Church in Ireland
has no hint of medievalism.    It has indeed inherited
certain   beautiful   medieval buildings,  such  as  St.
Canice's Cathedral at Kilkenny, St. Mary's Church at
Youghal   the  church of  St.  Nicholas  at  Galway;
while in Dublin St. Patrick's Cathedral and Christ
Church have been restored on mediaeval lines.    At
Tuam the Protestant cathedral encloses a superb arch
of pre-Norman  Irish carving on  red  sandstone—a
wonder of intricacy.   But the authentic character of
the Irish Church is seen in the cathedrals at Armagh
or Derry, which in their decent plainness, their severe
well-ordered lines, have the same stamp that is upon
nine-tenths of the parish churches  of  Ireland.    It
corresponds to the services, which in a solemn dignified
way avoid enthusiasm—a quality for which the eigh-
teenth century had no taste.   This is the more signi-
ficant because, by its new constitution under Dis-
establishment, the Church is democratic: its laity can
impose the tone, and they rigidly maintain the tradi-
tions of Puritanism.   The  cross  is  shunned  as  a
symbol: there is indeed little place for symbolism in
this religion of plain Bible teaching, which lies much
nearer to the Presbyterian cult and has more sympathy
with it than with what Irish Protestants call Romanism.
In its organisation the Irish Church takes no account
of the recent political division.   The primacy remains
at Armagh where St. Patrick fixed it:  and generally
the framework is that transmitted from very early
times.   But there has been much closing up of dioceses :
two archbishoprics, of Tuam and Cashel, have never
been recognised by the reformed Church: and many of

